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Abstract 
A method for operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle platoon includes determining, during operation, whether the 
follower vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnormal state based on an operation condition of a 
component of the follower vehicle, or a communication between the follower vehicle and a preceding vehicle in 
the vehicle platoon. The method further includes selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle is in the 
normal state and a second control mode if the follower vehicle is in the abnormal state so as to control movement 
of the follower vehicle using the selected control mode. In the first control mode, the follower vehicle uses 
communication data received from the preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon to control its movement. In the 
second control mode, the follower vehicle uses data obtained by one or more of its sensors to control its 
movement. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPERATING A ment , in the second control mode , the follower vehicle uses 
FOLLOWER VEHICLE IN A VEHICLE only the data obtained by one or more of its sensors to 
PLATOON control its movement . 
In one embodiment , the component may be a driving unit , 
TECHNICAL FIELD 5 a power unit , a communication module , etc . of the follower 
vehicle . 
The present invention relates generally to a system and In one embodiment of the first aspect , the method further 
method for operating a vehicle platoon , and more particu comprises the step of receiving , at the follower vehicle , a 
larly , although not exclusively , to a system for operating a signal indicative of the operation condition of the compo 
vehicle platoon having a control mechanism associated with th 10 nent or a communication signal transmitted from the pre 
an algorithm for manipulating the movement of the vehicles . ceding vehicle prior to step ( a ) . In one embodiment of the first aspect , the follower vehicle 
is determined to be operating in the abnormal state in step ( a ) BACKGROUND when the component of the follower vehicle is determined to 
15 have abnormal operating condition ; or the communication Self - driving car technologies such as grouping vehicles between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle is into platoons are under rapid development . In a vehicle determined to be absent , have lost or have a quality below platoon , a set of autonomous vehicles generally navigate a threshold . Preferably , abnormal operating condition refers 
according to a trajectory defined by a leading vehicle , which to the state that at least some of the functionality of the is typically manually controlled by a professional driver . 20 component is compromised . 
Vehicle platoon eliminates the need for human reaction to In one embodiment of the first aspect , in step ( a ) , the 
sudden road events such as braking , and thereby allows a determination of whether the follower vehicle is operating in 
closer safety distance than human driven vehicles . More - a normal state or an abnormal state is based on both the 
over , the use of vehicle platoons can reduce traffic conges operation condition of the component of the follower vehicle 
tion and the chance of accident , and can provide improved 25 and the communication between the follower vehicle and a 
fuel economy to the vehicles . preceding vehicle . 
While modelling and simulations have been utilised in the In one embodiment of the first aspect , the method further 
study of vehicle platoons , these simulations have not taken comprises , after step ( b ) , the step of determining , at the 
any degrading factors such as communication error or real follower vehicle , a distance between the follower vehicle 
time environment disturbances encountered by the vehicles 30 and the preceding vehicle and a deviation of the preceding 
into account . Thus , the quality and stability of these vehicle vehicle with respect to the follower vehicle . The deviation 
platoon simulations are not guaranteed or even impractical preferably refers to an angular direction of travel of the 
vehicles . for real time road traffic applications . An improved simula In one embodiment of the first aspect , in the first control tion and control method of operating vehicle platoons is 35 mode , the distance is determined based on differential GPS desirable . using the following information : a local coordinate of the 
follower vehicle ; a local orientation of the follower vehicle ; SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION and a GPS coordinate and a GPS orientation of the preceding 
vehicle that are received from the preceding vehicle . In one In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention , 40 embodiment , other satellite navigation systems and methods there is provided a method for operating a follower vehicle may be used in combination with a local navigation system in a vehicle platoon , comprising the steps of : and method so as to replace differential GPS . Examples of ( a ) determining , during operation , whether the follower these satellite navigation systems include GLONASS , Bei these satellite navigat 
vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnormal state Dou , Galileo , OZSS and IRNSS . 
based on an operation condition of a component of the 45 In one embodiment of the first aspect , in the first control 
follower vehicle , or a communication between the fol - mode , the deviation is determined using the information for 
lower vehicle and a preceding vehicle in the vehicle differential GPS and orientation information obtained using 
platoon ; and a compass at the follower vehicle . 
( b ) selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle is in In one embodiment of the first aspect , in the second 
the normal state and a second control mode if the follower 50 control mode , the distance and the deviation are determined 
vehicle is in the abnormal state ( also referred to below as using the one or more sensors of the follower vehicle . 
the “ degraded state ” ) so as to control movement of the Preferably , the one or more sensors are arranged to transmit 
follower vehicle using the selected control mode ; and receive electromagnetic or acoustic signals for distance 
wherein in the first control mode , the follower vehicle uses and deviation determination . In one example , the one or 
communication data received from the preceding vehicle in 55 more sensors utilize a time - of - flight method to determine 
the vehicle platoon to control its movement ; and in the distance . The one or more sensors may also detect signals in 
second control mode , the follower vehicle uses data the environment such that the road on which the vehicle is 
obtained by one or more of its sensors to control its travelling . 
movement . In one embodiment of the first aspect , the method further 
Preferably , the preceding vehicle is the vehicle immedi - 60 comprises the steps of : controlling a velocity of the follower 
ately in front of the follower vehicle along the travel vehicle so as to maintain a reference distance between the 
direction . However , in one embodiment , the preceding follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle ; and controlling 
vehicle can be any vehicle in front of the follower vehicle . turning of wheels of the follower vehicle so as to enable the 
In a preferred embodiment , in the first control mode , the follower vehicle to follow the deviation of the preceding 
follower vehicle uses communication data received from the 65 vehicle ; thereby allowing the follower vehicle to substan 
preceding vehicle as well as data obtained by one or more of tially follow a trajectory of the preceding vehicle . The term 
its sensors to control its movement . In a preferred embodi - “ substantially ” is used because in practice the follower 
US 9 , 927 , 816 B2 
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10 
vehicle may not always follow strictly the trajectory of the the preceding vehicle with respect to the follower vehicle 
preceding vehicle due to errors or tolerances of vehicle using the one or more sensors of the follower vehicles as 
components . well as based on data communicated from the preceding 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the control of the vehicle ; compares a distance and deviation measure deter 
velocity is based on 5 mined based on data obtained from the one or more sensors 
of the follower vehicles with a distance and deviation 
measure determined based on data communicated from the 
preceding vehicle ; and switches to the second control mode 
if the comparison result has an difference larger than a 
predetermined value . A large difference between the distance 
where u ; ( t ) is an acceleration value of the follower vehicle and deviation measure determined based on data obtained 
Vi ; K . , K ; , Kjare , respectively , proportional , integrator and from the one or more sensors of the follower vehicles and 
derivative gains constant ; e ( t ) is an error value at time t with the distance and deviation measure determined based on 
ez ( t ) = Divi - 1 - Drets Dini - 1 is a detected distance between the data communicated from the preceding vehicle reflects that follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle ; and Dref is the at least some components of the vehicle is defective or has predetermined reference distance between the follower failure . 
vehicle and the preceding vehicle . In accordance with a second aspect of the present inven In one embodiment of the first aspect , the control of the tion , there is provided a system for operating a follower deviation is based on 20 vehicle in a vehicle platoon , comprising : a communication 
0 : ( 0 ) = PID Steer ( O2 ) module arranged to receive a signal indicative of the opera 
tion condition of a component or a communication signal where the PID steer function is defined by transmitted from the preceding vehicle ; and one or more 
processors arranged to determine , during operation , whether 
25 the follower vehicle is operating in a normal state or an deij ( t ) 
u ; ( t ) = Kpl * eil ( t ) + kil * eil ( t ) dt + kdi * * ; abnormal state based on the received signal indicative of the 
operation condition of a component of the follower vehicle , 
or a communication between the follower vehicle and a 
where u ( t ) is an acceleration value of the follower vehicle preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon ; and select a first 
V ; e ( t ) is the error value of the follower vehicle Vi ; 30 control mode if the follower vehicle is in the normal state 
e ( t ) = 07 - 02 ; Op is an angle of travel of the follower vehicle and a second control mode if the follower vehicle is in the 
Vi at time t ; O , is an angle of travel of the preceding vehicle abnormal state so as to control movement of the follower 
V _ , direction at time t - dt ; and K , K : 1 , K2 , are , respectively , vehicle using the selected control mode ; wherein in the first 
proportional , integral and derivative gain constants . control mode , the follower vehicle uses communication data 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the control of the 35 received from the preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon to 
velocity further comprises the step of adjusting K , , K ; , K , so control its movement ; and in the second control mode , the 
as to control the velocity of the follower vehicle . follower vehicle uses data obtained by one or more of its 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the control of the sensors to control its movement . Preferably , the communi 
deviation further comprises the step of adjusting Kpi , K , Kdi cation module and the one or more processors are operably 
so as to control the deviation of the follower vehicle . 40 connected with each other and are both arranged on the 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the adjustment of follower vehicle . The communication module is a wireless 
K , , K ; , Kj is dependent on a travel velocity of the follower communication module . 
vehicle . In one embodiment , the K , , K ; , K , for the follower In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more 
vehicle in the normal state may be different for different processors are further arranged to determine a distance 
travel speeds . In one embodiment , the Ky , K ; , K , for the 45 between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle and 
follower vehicle in the abnormal state may be different for a deviation of the preceding vehicle with respect to the 
different travel speeds . follower vehicle . 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the adjustment of In one embodiment of the second aspect , the system 
K , , K ; Ky is dependent on a travel velocity of the follower further comprises a controller arranged to control a velocity 
vehicle . In one embodiment , the Kpi , Kiz , Kd for the follower 50 of the follower vehicle so as to maintain a reference distance 
vehicle in the normal state may be different for different between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle ; and 
travel speeds . In one embodiment , the K , K7 , Ky , for the control turning of wheels of the follower vehicle so as to 
follower vehicle in the abnormal state may be different for enable the follower vehicle to follow the deviation of the different travel speeds . preceding vehicle ; thereby allowing the follower vehicle to 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the method further 55 substantially follow a trajectory of the preceding vehicle . 
comprises the step of momentarily switching from the first Preferably , the controller is operably connected with the 
control mode to the second control mode when the follower communication module and the one or more processors and 
vehicle is in the normal state . Preferably , this provides a is arranged on the follower vehicle . 
checking function that allows the follower vehicle to deter 
mine whether the communication data received at the first 60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
control mode is accurate . 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the method further Embodiments of the present invention will now be 
comprises the step of : operating the follower vehicle in a described , by way of example , with reference to the accom 
third mode at a predetermined time interval during operation panying drawings in which : 
of the follower vehicle , wherein in the third mode , the 65 FIG . 1 shows a flow diagram illustrating a method for 
follower vehicle : determines the distance between the fol - operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle platoon in accor 
lower vehicle and the preceding vehicle and the deviation of dance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
US 9 , 927 , 816 B2 
FIG . 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the posi second control mode , the follower vehicle uses data 
tions of the leading vehicle and the following vehicle , and obtained by one or more of its sensors to control its 
the inter - distance of the vehicles calculated by GPS ; movement . 
FIG . 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the tuning In one embodiment , prior to step 110 , the method includes 
of the gains for longitudinal control and lateral control ; 5 receiving a signal indicative of the operation condition of the 
FIG . 4 shows a Simulation Environment for the modelling component or a communication signal transmitted from the 
of vehicles in a vehicle platoon ; preceding vehicle . 
FIG . 5 shows a Class diagram illustrating the classes Preferably , the follower vehicle is determined to be oper developed for the vehicles in the vehicle platoon ; ating in the abnormal state in step 110 when the component 
FIG . 6 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances 10 of of the follower vehicle is determined to have abnormal 
against time when the vehicles are in the normal mode operating condition ; or the communication between the ( normal state ) ; follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle is determined to FIG . 7 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances have lost or have a quality below a threshold . In step 110 , the against time when the vehicles are in the degraded mode determination of whether the follower vehicle is operating in ( abnormal state ) ; 
FIG . 8 shows the trajectories matching of the leader and a normal state or an abnormal state may be based on both the 
follower vehicles in the normal mode ; operation condition of the component of the follower vehicle 
FIG . 9 shows the trajectories matching of the leader and and the communication between the follower vehicle and a 
follower vehicles in the degraded mode ; preceding vehicle . 
FIG . 10 shows the cumulative distribution probability of 20 In one embodiment , after step 120 , the method includes 
the distances when the follower vehicles are in the normal determining , at the follower vehicle , a distance between the 
mode ; follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle and a deviation 
FIG . 11 shows the cumulative distribution probability of of the preceding vehicle with respect to the follower vehicle . 
the distances when the follower vehicles are in the degraded The method further includes controlling a velocity of the 
mode ; 25 follower vehicle so as to maintain a reference distance 
FIG . 12 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle ; and 
against time when the vehicles are in low speeds and in the controlling turning of wheels of the follower vehicle so as to 
normal mode ; enable the follower vehicle to follow the deviation of the 
FIG . 13 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances preceding vehicle ; thereby allowing the follower vehicle to 
against time when the vehicles are in high speeds and in the 30 substantially follow a trajectory of the preceding vehicle . 
normal mode ; Preferably , in the first control mode , the distance is 
FIG . 14 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances determined based on differential GPS using the following 
against time when the vehicles are in low speeds and in the information : a local coordinate of the follower vehicle ; a 
degraded mode ; local orientation of the follower vehicle ; and a GPS coor 
FIG . 15 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances 35 dinate and a GPS orientation of the preceding vehicle that 
against time when the vehicles are in high speeds and in the are received from the preceding vehicle . In one example , in 
degraded mode ; the first control mode , the deviation is determined using the 
FIG . 16 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances information for differential GPS and orientation information 
when the vehicles are under a full brake and in the normal obtained using a compass at the follower vehicle . In one 
mode ; 40 example , in the second control mode , the distance and the 
FIG . 17 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances deviation are determined using the one or more sensors of 
when the vehicles are under a full brake and in the degraded the follower vehicle . Preferably , the one or more sensors are 
mode ; arranged to transmit and receive electromagnetic or acoustic 
FIG . 18 shows the graph of the inter - vehicle distances signals for distance and deviation determination . 
when the vehicles are in the normal mode and the last 45 In a preferred embodiment , the method further includes 
follower vehicle has a low GPS accuracy ; and momentarily switching from the first control mode to the 
FIG . 19 shows the trajectories matching of the leader and second control mode when the follower vehicle is in the 
follower vehicles illustrating the GPS errors . normal state . 
In one embodiment , the method further comprises the step 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 50 of : operating the follower vehicle in a third mode at a 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT predetermined time interval during operation of the follower 
vehicle , wherein in the third mode , the follower vehicle : 
Referring to FIG . 1 , there is provided a method 100 for determines the distance between the follower vehicle and the 
operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle platoon , comprising preceding vehicle and the deviation of the preceding vehicle 
the steps of 110 : determining , during operation , whether the 55 with respect to the follower vehicle using the one or more 
follower vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnor - sensors of the follower vehicles as well as based on data 
mal state based on an operation condition of a component of communicated from the preceding vehicle ; compares a 
the follower vehicle , or a communication between the fol - distance and deviation measure determined based on data 
lower vehicle and a preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon ; obtained from the one or more sensors of the follower 
and 120 : selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle 60 vehicles with a distance and deviation measure determined 
is in the normal state and a second control mode if the based on data communicated from the preceding vehicle ; 
follower vehicle is in the abnormal state ( also referred to and switches to the second control mode if the comparison 
below as the “ degraded state ” ) so as to control movement of result has an difference larger than a predetermined value . 
the follower vehicle using the selected control mode ; A . Simulation Model 
wherein in the first control mode , the follower vehicle uses 65 In this section , the Webots simulation model and the 
communication data received from the preceding vehicle in follower vehicle operation control model in accordance with 
the vehicle platoon to control its movement ; and in the one embodiment of the present invention are introduced . 
US 9 , 927 , 816 B2 
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Operation Model In one embodiment , each vehicle may additionally be 
In the present embodiment , there are two categories of equipped with a compass . In Webots , a Compass node 
behaviours that the controller could switch to : normal and returns a vector that indicates the direction of the virtual 
abnormal ( degraded ) modes . Each vehicle forming the pla - north . Therefore , this equipment is used to determine the 
toon can receive and process two types of data : messages 5 vehicle ' s direction at different iterations . The virtual north is 
received by communicating with other platoon members or specified by the north Direction field ( Table 2 ) . By default , 
the data collected by its sensors . A configuration is proposed it is set to [ 1 0 0 ] . Therefore , the north direction is horizontal 
to manipulate the switching between behaviours as shown in and aligned with the x - axis . The vector returned by the 
FIG . 1 . In the normal mode , the communication between compass is the projection of the virtual north in the coordi 
vehicles should be good enough for communicating mes 10 nate system which is restricted to ( X ; ; Y : ) . The direction 0 ; 
of a vehicle Vi is computed as follows : sages between platoon vehicles . Moreover , all components 
of the system are working as expected and there is no failure 
in the vehicle mechanism . In the degraded mode , at least one 
of the components of the platoon vehicle is not behaving as 0 ; = atan2 
expected or there is a loss of or corrupted communication 
signal from the preceding vehicle . Thus , in the degraded 
mode performance degradation should be mitigated . Pref where X Ni and Y Ni are the vehicle positions detected by a 
erably , in this mode , one or more local sensors are used for compass . The compass may use the coordinate values ( X ; ; 
longitudinal and lateral control , in place of the communi Y ; ) detected by the GPS . Each vehicle Vi uses the data 
cated data received from a preceding vehicle . In other collected or received from the preceding vehicle Vi - 1 and 
words , the follower vehicle will rely on its local perception applies the proposed control model . This global decentral 
of the surrounding environment . In the present embodiment , ized approach has the advantage of decreasing the potential 
the checking algorithms used in the checking sub - unit have role of the leader . When designing an autonomous vehicle , 
the role to decide whether the platoon vehicle relies on the tracking encompasses two control tasks : 
communication with other vehicles or uses its sensors for its - Longitudinal control : it is concerned to the velocity 
movements . Having multiple modes could ensure safety control in order to keep a reference distance Drefto the 
from possible failures in the various conditions that may next vehicle as shown in FIG . 2 . 
occur in platoons . Lateral control : it is concerned with the wheels deviation . 
As shown in FIG . 1 , data are first analysed in the checking a A vehicle has to follow the same trajectory as its local 
sub - unit to decide in which mode the vehicle will operate . leader . For example , in FIG . 2 , the following vehicle 
When the vehicle chooses its behaviour , the control solution should apply the same deviation 0 , when reaching the 
based on the PID controller can improve the subsequent leading vehicle position . 
operations by proposing different gain values for the con In the present invention , the same PID controller is 
troller parameters . Therefore , the vehicle ' s dynamics would of adapted for both control tasks . The PID controller is widely 
be managed by the chosen behaviour and the correspondent used in platoon systems . A PID controller is a feedback 
gains . control loop used to minimize the error between the con 
Platoon Control Model troller input value and a set point value . 
In this section , the platoon model formalization and the Longitudinal PID Controller 
control model are presented . All components of the vehicle To apply a longitudinal control , the vehicle uses the 
considered in the present embodiment are summarized in to distance to the preceding vehicle as an input . For each 
Table 3 . The vehicles in the present exemplary platoon iteration , the reference distance and the obtained distance are 
model are cooperating to communicate the required data compared and the appropriate acceleration is computed . In 
with the aim of ensuring efficient tracking . A vehicle V , in the normal mode , the distance is computed using the GPS 
the platoon is defined by its position ( X ; ; Y ; ) as shown in coordinates obtained by the communication network . When 
FIG . 2 . In the present embodiment , GPS may be used to the communication quality is not fully reliable , the vehicle 
track the movements of the vehicles . Recently , the GPS switches to the degraded mode and uses one or more of its 
equipment has been improved in terms of accuracy . An sensors to detect the inter - distance . The PID gains are then 
analysis of relative positioning accuracy degradation has modified to compensate the sensors inaccuracy . The PID 
shown that GPS could provide centimeter - level relative controller output is the acceleration that leads the vehicle to 
positioning capability . The communicated data between a the safety distance . The PID controller equation applied at 
vehicle V , and its preceding vehicle V ; _ , are : ( i ) the preced - time t for a vehicle V , is presented next : 
ing vehicle coordinates ; ( ii ) the preceding vehicle orienta 
tion : 0 ; - 1 ; ( iii ) the GPS coordinates of the precedent vehicle ; 
( iv ) the GPS coordinates of the vehicle and ( v ) the inter 55 distance between two vehicles Dirittº The GPS accuracy 
field in Table 3 defines the precision of the GPS ( expressed 
in meters ) , which is the maximum error in the absolute 
position . This field will be used in the section of perfor where ( i ) u ; ( t ) is the acceleration value of the vehicle Vi , ( ii ) 
mance evaluation in order to ensure the safety of the platoon . K . , Ki , K , are , respectively , the proportional , integrator and : 60 derivative gains constants in both modes , ( iii ) e ( t ) is the The inter - distance is calculated using the GPS values as 
follows : error value at time t with ez ( t ) = Di - 1 - Dret ( v ) Dii - 1 is the process variable which is the current distance between Vi 
and Vi - 1 , ( iv ) Dref is the set point which is the reference 
distance between two vehicles ( limit distance ) . 
Diji - 1 = V ( Xit1 - X ; ) 2 + ( Y ; + 1 – Y ; ) 2 65 Lateral PID Controller 
Similar to the longitudinal PID controller , the deviation of 
the preceding vehicle is obtained through a channel com 
troia 
u ( 0 ) = Ky # ex ( 0 ) + ki * fe ; ( ode + ka * 
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munication in the normal mode and detected with sensors in tive term is increased to decrease the overshoots . However , 
case of communication degradation . Suppose that the leader this term is highly sensitive noise and therefore the Deriva 
Vi - 1 has the o , direction at t = to . This control is intended to tive Response can make the control system unstable . For this 
fix the position of the follower in the same direction as the reason , small values for this term have been chosen . 
leader . At t = to + dt , the vehicle V is changing its direction as 5 Since there are two types of gains for each mode , the gains follows : for longitudinal control are first tuned and then the gains for 
0 , ( t ) = PID - steer ( OL ) ( 4 ) the lateral control are determined , as shown in FIG . 3 . To 
where dt is the needed time to travel the inter vehicle tune the longitudinal control gains , the platoon vehicles are 
distance between V ; and V ; _ , , and PID see , is the control 10 aligned in the same line and are moved in a straight line . The 
function defined below . The set point is the leader angle at steering is omitted for all vehicles and therefore , the lateral 
t - dt and then the error is the difference between the current control is not as important since all vehicles are aligned in 
follower angle of and the set point . The PID Steer function is the same lane and are supposed to move in a straight 
defined as follows : direction . Once the parameters P , I and D are determined for 
15 the first type of control , the platoon is moved in different 
directions to determine the gains for the lateral control . The 
( 5 ) various values of gains are presented in Table 1 . 4 : 0 ) = Kpu # eul ) + ka + ?ealede + kai de 
TABLE 1 
where ( i ) ez ( t ) is the error value of the vehicle Vi , e ; j ( t ) = 0 , - 20 
OL , ( ii ) Op is the process variable which is the vehicle Vi The tuned gains for the PID controller 
direction at t , ( iii ) 0 , is the set point which is the vehicle Vi - 1 Speed range ( km / h ) Tuned gains direction at t - dt , ( iv ) Kpi , Kii Kdi are , respectively , the 
proportional , integral and derivative gain constants . Normal mode [ 0 - 80 ] K , = 2 . 0 , K ; = 0 . 005 , Kg = 2 . 0 Tuning of the PID Controller Gains Kpl = 0 . 7 , K11 = 0 . 006 , Kai = 0 . 0 The process of calculating the optimal gains for the [ 80 - 130 ] Ko = 2 . 0 , K ; = 0 . 005 , K2 = 2 . 0 Proportional ( P ) , Integrative ( I ) and Derivative ( D ) is called Kpl = 0 . 7 , K11 = 0 . 06 , Kdi = 0 . 5 tuning . Since the platoon system is not linear , it would be a Degraded mode [ 0 - 80 ] K , = 0 . 7 , K ; = 0 . 005 , Kg = 1 . 0 
rigorous task to determine the different gains which lead to Kpl = 0 . 8 , K ; = 0 . 008 , K2 = 0 . 0 the safety of the platoon in different cases . Hence , the trial 30 [ 80 - 130 ] K , = 0 . 1 , K ; = 0 . 005 , K , = 2 . 0 = 2 . 0 
and error method is chosen to obtain the PID controller gains Kpl = 0 . 7 , Kil = 0 . 1 , Kai = 0 . 0 
and classified them depending on the vehicle ' s velocity . For 
example , if the vehicle is running within a speed of 60 km / h 
or 100 km / h , then two categories of gains would be applied Webots Simulation Model 
when traveling at those , two velocities . In the Webots environment , a large choice of simulated In this method , the parameters I and D are both set to o 
sensors and actuators are available to equip each vehicle in first and the proportional gain is increased until the output of 
the loop oscillates . Hence , the system becomes faster and the platoon . In order to obtain realistic results , a 3D model 
hence it is needed to maintain a stability of the system . To of the BMW X5 is used . The vehicle is modelled with 
stop the oscillations , the integral term is increased to stop the 40 realistic physics properties : motor torques ; body mass ; fric 
oscillations and to reduce the steady state error . However , tion force ; suspension , etc . Its characteristics are as indicated 
this term increases the overshoot . In the degraded mode , it in Table 2 and the simulation environment is as shown in is found that some amount of overshoot is necessary for a FIG . 4 . The dynamic aspects of the vehicle in Webots are 
fast system such that it could respond to changes immedi - very similar to the vehicle in the real world . Thus , this can 
ately . Once the parameters P and I have been set to get the 45 reduce the complexity of the platoon system and hence 
desired control with minimal steady state error , the deriva improve accuracy of simulation results . 
TABLE 2 
The BMW X5 parameters 
Parameters Values Definitions 
TrackFront 
TrackRear 
Wheel Base 
BrakeCoefficient 
1 . 628 Defines the front distances between right 
and left wheels in meters 
1 . 628 Defines the rear distances between right and 
left wheels in meters 
2 . 995 Defines the distance between the front and 
the rear wheels axes in meters 
500 Defines the maximum dampingConstant 
applied by the brake on the 
wheels joint ( Ns / m ) 
250 Defines the maximum torque of the motor in 
Nm 
1000 Defines the working range of the engine 
4500 Defines the working range of the engine 
50000 Defines the maximum power of the motor in 
Engine Max Torque 
Engine MinRPM 
Engine MaxRPM 
engineMaxPower 
W 
MinSteeringAngle Defines the minimum steering angle of the 
front wheels 
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TABLE 2 - continued 
The BMW X5 parameters 
Parameters Values Definitions 
MaxSteeringAngle 1 
time0T0100 10 
suspension RearSpring Constant 
suspension FrontDampingConstant 
suspension RearSpringConstant 
suspension RearDampingConstant 
wheels DampingConstant 
100000 
4000 
100000 
4000 
Defines the maximum steering angle of the 
front wheel 
Defines the time to accelerate from 0 to 100 
km / h 
suspension 
suspension 
suspension 
suspension 
Defines the dampingConstant of each wheel joint 
Extension slot allowing the user to add other 
node 
Physical geometry of the vehicle 
Physics node of the vehicle defining the 
physical parameters of the vehicle 
extension Slot NULL 
boundingObject 
physics 
NULL 
NULL 
There are three main steps to simulate a controller . First 20 different control data using predefined functions in Webots 
of all , the WorldInfo node is configured in the scene tree . by reading its sensors 515 . The movements of the vehicle 
The WorldInfo node has general information about the such as accelerating , steering and braking can also be 
simulated world as indicated in Table 3 . Some Webots controlled by applying suitable values to their actuators 518 . 
parameters , structures or concepts refer to ODE , the Open The designed controller 530 exhibits a new model of 
Dynamics Engine , for physics simulation . The basic controlling a system by differentiating the behaviours 540 
TimeStep field defines the duration of the simulation step and creating a network of vehicles in which they commu 
executed by Webots . This value is tuned in order to find a nicate to realize the following process . Two types of behav 
suitable speed - accuracy trade - off . The FPS ( frame per sec - iours 540 are developed : normal 542 and degraded 544 . 
ond ) is useful to limit the refresh rate in order to speed up . Following vehicles have the ability to apply values on their 
simulations that have small basicTimeStep value . The CFM actuators 518 based on the type of behaviour 542 or 544 they 
field defines the Constraint Force Mixing used by ODE to choose . Receiving and sending messages is achieved by the 
manage contacts joints . The CFM field defines the Con communicationUnit class 520 . However , in the degraded 
straint Force Mixing used by ODE to manage contacts mode 544 , vehicles use the data received from their sensors 
joints . The ERP field defines the Error Reduction Parameters 515 to avoid the collision and loosing the right direction . 
used by ODE to manage contacts joints . It specifies what Indeed , this modification of behaviour 542 or 544 is due to 
proportion of the contact joint error will be fixed during the the detection of some faults at vehicle ' s actuators 518 or due 
next simulation step . Then , the code of the designed con - to a long delay when receiving data from the preceding 
troller is developed in C + + . A person skilled in the art would vehicle . Obviously , it would be safer to rely on sensors 515 
appreciate that other programming language may be used . 10 than waiting for leader messages . 
Performance Evaluation 
TABLE 3 In this section , a comprehensive simulation study of the 
vehicular platoon using the proposed Webots simulator is 
WorldInfo parameters presented to evaluate the performance of the longitudinal 
Environment parameters Values s and lateral controllers . In particular , the following focuses 
on the safety of the platoon and the robustness of the 
title “ Platoon System ” controllers for all cases . The following also shows the gravity 0 - 9 . 810 advantages of partitioning the vehicle ' s behaviours into two CFM 500 
ERP 0 . 6 different modes by comparing the obtained results of the 
fast2d normal and degraded mode . 
physics Simulation Settings and Parameters basicTimeStep 10 ms The proposed platoon considered in the present invention FPS 60 ( frames per second ) 
physics Disable Time 1 s is composed of five identical vehicles BMWX5 . Table 4 
physics DisableLinearThreshold 0 . 01 m / s presents the characteristics of the vehicle model . physics DisableAngularThreshold 0 . 01 rad / s 
defaultDamping NULL TABLE 4 inkEvaporation 
northDirection 100 Vehicle ' s equipment linescale 1 m 
Positions Names 
In FIG . 5 , two types of classes are developed for vehicles : 60 Sensors Slot Rear SickLMS29 Noise 
a leader vehicle and one or more followers vehicles . The Resolution 180 leader vehicle could be driven manually and has a leader pixelSize 
class 502 . The follower class 504 will be attached with each Sensors Slot Rear Emitter Channel 
“ infra - red " platooning / follower vehicle . Each component of the vehicle , type range 30 
such as the emitter 511 , receiver 512 , camera 513 , GPS 514 , 65 baudRate 
sensor 515 , compass 516 , HMI 517 and actuator 518 etc . , is byteSize 
defined in this class . Hence , each vehicle will be able to get 
: 
55 
0 
Parameters 
o 
14 
5 
OO 
con 
oo 
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TABLE 4 - continued follower vehicles are shown to be able to avoid collision 
when a harsh brake is performed by the preceding vehicle . Vehicle ' s equipment An advantage of the platoon is shown by this experiment 
Positions Names Parameters which is the small distance the controllers succeed to 
maintain ( 7 - 8 meters ) within a speed of 80 km / h . However , bufferSize - 1 the adopted safety distance is not accepted when vehicles are signalStrengthNoise 
directionNoise manually driven . 
Sensors Slot Top Receiver Channel Impact of an Operating Mode 
type “ infra - red ” The impact of normal and degraded modes on the platoon range behaviour and performance is investigated . In order to baudRate 
byteSize switch to a degraded mode , one kind of failure should be 
bufferSize present . Considering a delay of the communication , control 
signalStrength Noise lers would not find the reference values to apply to the directionNoise 
Camera longitudinal and lateral control . Therefore , it has been con 
Sensors Slot Center GPS type Satellite sidered that the delay of receiving the information from the 
Compass Accuracy 0 preceding vehicle due to packet loss is one reason to switch 
Gyro resolution - 1 to the degraded mode . Since three are have two possible Display XAxis TRUE outcomes ( " success " or " failure ” ) for receiving a message , yAxis TRUE TRUE 
ZAxis TRUE TRUE this situation can be modelled by the Bernoulli distribution 
with a probability of packet loss equal to 20 % . This means 
Controller Convergence that , in average , only 80 % of the packets are correctly 
In this section , the performance of the longitudinal and exchanged between two vehicles . First , the impact of the operating mode on the trajectory lateral controllers presented in equations ( 3 ) and ( 5 ) are matching between a follower and the leader is evaluated . evaluated in terms of convergence and stability . The refer - 25 The speed of the leader vehicle could reach 100 km / h . The ence distance is set to 7 meters for a vehicle with a speed gains for the longitudinal controller and the lateral controller 
close to 80 km / h . are shown in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively . The gains of Obviously , some data are needed to calculate the new longitudinal and lateral control predefined previously would acceleration and get the desired distance at that speed such 
as the position and the direction of the leader . The PID 30 be applied automatically according to the new speed of the s leading vehicle . 
controller ' s gains for this scenario are set as follows : 
K = 2 . 0 , K = 0 . 005 , Kg = 2 . 0 TABLE 5 
( 6 ) 35 
?? ? ? 2 . 0 1 . 0 
PID controller gains of steering 
Ap ! 0 . 7 
Kil 
Kal 
PID controller gains of speed KpF0 . 7 , K ; = 0 . 006 , Kg70 . 0 
FIG . 6 plots the results for the inter - vehicle distances in Speed = 180 , 100 km / h Normal Mode Degraded Mode 
the normal mode . Distances start with some oscillations in 2 . 0 1 . 0 
the range of [ 5 - 9 ] meters in the first 10 seconds and then they K 0 . 005 0 . 005 0 . 035 
quickly converge 20 seconds later to the target inter - vehicle 
distance of 7 meters for vehicle ' s speed of 80 Km / h . It is 40 
noted that the inter - vehicle distances gradually and smoothly 
converge to the safety distance . In addition , it is observed TABLE 6 
that distances are bounded between 6 . 5 and 7 . 2 meters , 
which represent an acceptable confidence interval for the 
mean value of 7 meters . Hence , a medium fastness of 45 Speed = [ 80 , 100 ] km / h Normal Mode Degraded Mode response is obtained and the stable convergence character - - 
istic was satisfied . 2 . 0 
In FIG . 7 results for the inter - vehicle distances in the 0 . 005 0 . 1 1 . 0 0 . 0 degraded mode are shown . During this simulation , the 
leading vehicle accelerates / decelerates at different times 50 
within a maximum speed of 80 km / h . it can be seen that In FIG . 8 , it is observed that in the normal mode , the 
there are many oscillations . At t = 18 , 40 , 98 s , three inten - trajectory of the followers matches to a good extent that of 
tional harsh braking actions are performed and then the the leader within a range of [ 96 % , 100 % ] . The discrepancy 
leading vehicle accelerates again . As the preceding vehicles between trajectories is small in the normal mode . However , 
are braking and accelerating at these moments , there is a 55 as shown in FIG . 9 , the degraded mode exhibits a gracefully 
sharp decrease and increase of distances . It can be seen that degraded trajectory matching in the range [ 95 % , 99 % ] in 
no collision occurs when the vehicles approach each other . straight lines and [ 93 % , 96 % ] in turning trajectories . This 
In addition , when the following vehicles accelerate , they can illustrates the impact of packet losses on the quality of 
set the vehicle at the exact desired distance . trajectory matching , but still confirms that the controllers are 
Compared to the normal mode , the degraded mode has 60 robust and immune against these communication perturba 
shown its efficiency on its fast response to deal with motion tions as long as the perturbation is reasonably low in this 
changes of the system . This is due to the small delay it takes case 20 % of packet losses ) . 
to obtain the information from its sensors which is , obvi The distance distributions are also evaluated . FIGS . 10 
ously , shorter than the delay needed to receive the informa and 11 depict the cumulative distribution function ( CDF ) of 
tion by communication . 65 the distances for both control modes . It has been observed 
For all cases , the controllers are robust to such factors as that the CDF of distance in the normal mode is more 
acceleration / deceleration of the lead vehicle . In addition , consistent among all vehicles as compared to the degraded 
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mode . In fact , in the normal mode , all the vehicles maintain spacing between vehicles remains in a small interval [ 6 , 8 ] 
a safety distance in the range [ 6 m - 8 m ] in 90 % of cases , meters . However , for t = 38 s and t = 68 s , the first and the third 
whereas in the degraded mode it is more dependent on the followers reach a peak during this period . This may be due 
order of the vehicle in the platoon . In the degraded mode , the to communication errors or also due to the environment 
first follower maintains a safety distance in the range [ 6 m - 8 5 infrastructure . However , it does not affect the performance 
m ) in 70 % ( between 25 % to around 95 % ) of cases , whereas of the platoon and vehicles are able to rapidly maintain the 
the second follower maintains a safety distance in the range previous distance . Compared to low speeds ( FIG . 12 ) , the 
[ 6 m - 8 m ) in 10 % of cases , for the third follower in 15 % of result shows that the range of the inter - vehicle distances 
cases , and for the fourth follower in 25 % of cases . These does not change so much . In fact , at high speed the safety 
discrepancies are due to the impact of packet losses on the 10 distance should be increased to keep the platoon safe . Also , 
tracking of the safety distance around 7 meters . there is no collision between the platoon vehicles . 
For the sake of precision , the cumulative probabilities of The same simulations are performed in the degraded 
distances for the following vehicles in both modes are mode for both low and high speeds . As shown in FIG . 14 , 
calculated in the table below . It clearly shows the difference more oscillations can be observed than in the normal mode . 
between the normal and degraded modes in the term of 15 Most of the distances are still in the average of [ 6 , 97 meters 
estimated safe distances . e . g . , 74 % of the distances are with sharp decreases of distances at t = [ 18 , 42 ] due to the 
estimated for the third follower in the normal mode with a braking performed by the preceding vehicles . It can be seen 
distance less than 7 meters whereas 26 % of distances are that the distance curves exhibit essentially the same shape . 
estimated for the same follower in the degraded mode . If the preceding vehicle decreases its distance then the 
Overall , the distances accuracy can be assumed to be accept - 20 follower does the same in a very short time . Therefore , the 
able in both the normal and degraded modes . In addition , sensors are working as expected and the controllers are able 
two observations can be deduced . First , the degraded mode to tune the suitable gains to maintain the seven meters . FIG . 
provides smaller inter - vehicle distances . Second , the normal 15 presents the inter - vehicle distances in a high speed . It can 
mode is more efficient in encompassing an estimated dis - be seen that the distances start increasing gradually between 
tance . 25 t = 0 s until t = 20 s . The range of distance has increased from [ 4 , 10 ] meters to [ 14 , 18 ] meters . Hence , the followers try to 
TABLE 7 augment their safety distances in accordance to the preced ing vehicle ' s acceleration / deceleration . Also it can be seen 
Evaluation of the cumulative distribution function that the distances are equal before and after the oscillation , 
of distances in normal and degraded modes 30 or sometimes increase with a low rate of 2 % or 4 % . Hence , 
Normal Mode Degraded Mode the adopted control strategy is effective and the comfort of 
passengers is assured . 
Follower 1 6 . 5 0 . 36046 Follower 1 6 . 5 0 . 48595 Emergency Cases : Full Braking 
0 . 67509 0 . 5854 The second scenario deals with the most critical emer 7 . 5 0 . 89711 7 . 5 0 . 67963 
Follower 2 6 . 5 0 . 36046 Follower 2 0 . 0257935 gency case that is the full - braking event performed by the 
0 . 657509 0 . 04802 leading vehicle . In FIG . 16 , the full braking is performed by 
0 . 89711 0 . 08346 the leading vehicle during the normal mode behaviour . The Follower 3 0 . 32581 Follower 3 6 . 5 0 . 18985 instant t = 0 ms corresponds to the instant of the full - braking . 7 0 . 74432 0 . 26417 
0 . 96122 7 . 5 0 . 351 It can be observed that in this case the follower vehicles 
Follower 4 0 . 50071 Follower 4 4 6 . 5 0 . 2075  40 perform sharp braking and the distances are still in the 
0 . 82496 0 . 27581 average of [ 9 . 5 , 10 . 5 ] meters . Also , it can be noted that the 
7 . 5 0 . 96905 0 . 35362 distances have oscillations during full braking . In addition , 
the fluctuation of distances decreases over time until the 
Impact of Speed platoon completely stops . The same experiment during the 
The impact of the speed on the platoon is investigated . 45 degraded mode behaviour is performed . 
The behaviour of the platoon when running in high and low As shown in FIG . 17 , it can be observed that the distances 
speed is first studied . Then , the response of the platoon to oscillate in the average of [ 9 , 11 ] meters . However , com 
emergency situations such as a full braking performed by the pared to the normal mode and starting from the follower 2 , 
leading vehicle is studied . it can be noted that the fluctuation of distances in the 
Low and High Speed 50 degraded mode is more stable than in the normal mode . 
In this subsection , the impact of the speed on the platoon Hence , the steady state error for keeping the safe distance in 
behaviour is assessed . FIG . 12 shows the simulated results a degraded mode is more efficient and more robust for such 
for the inter - vehicle distances in low speed . Setting the critical events . 
maximum speed to 70 km / h . Observe that the inter - vehicle GPS Accuracy 
distance is in the range of [ 5 - 100 meters , with some oscil - 55 The stability of the platoon in case there are some errors 
lations at time instants t = { 20 , 22 , 41 , 43 . . . } . These are due in the GPS accuracy is investigated . To mimic the errors , the 
to the braking performed by the leading vehicle . In fact , GPS accuracy field ( Table 4 ) in Webots needs to be modi 
there is no collision during this simulation and the safety fied . In previous simulations , this field is set to 0 , which 
distance is maintained . In addition , a small spacing between means that the GPS returns the precise position of each 
vehicles is obtained . This shows the effectiveness of the 60 vehicle without any error . In FIG . 18 , the inter - vehicle 
designed controller . distances for the platoon moving in the normal mode within 
In FIG . 13 , the behaviour at high speed is studied . The a speed of 60 km / h are studied . The GPS accuracy of the last 
maximum speed is set to 100 km / h . It is noted that there are vehicle is increased to 1 . 3 meters . Compared to the previous 
some fluctuations of distances at t = 0 , 201 for all platoon simulation ( FIG . 6 ) , it is noted that the spacing between the 
vehicles due to the acceleration and deceleration of the 65 first three followers without GPS errors is maintained . 
leading vehicle . After t = 20s , a steady state velocity is used However , the spacing between the follower 4 and 3 has 
for the leading vehicle . Therefore , it can be seen that the significantly changed . Many oscillations have appeared and 
ürün 
7 . 5 7 . 5 
6 . 5 
7 . 5 
17 
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the spacing becomes in the range [ 5 , 8 . 5 ] meters . This stability criterion is not met , there is some combination of 
behaviour may not be harmful for the stability of the platoon system modes which could resolve such safety constraints . 
since the fluctuation of distances in the range of 3 . 5 meters 
is not too large . Therefore , it would not hazard the passen CONCLUSION 
ger ' s comfort . In addition , the simulation has proven that the 5 
vehicle is apt to keep a good spacing with the vehicle ahead The present invention provides a system and method for 
In the second scenario , the trajectory matching of vehicles operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle platoon . Also , there 
after the modification of the GPS accuracy field is studied . is presented an initiative to study the platoon system under 
In this case , only the GPS accuracy of the last vehicle ( its a Webots robot simulator . Embodiments of the present 
trajectory with cyan colour ) needs to be modified in order to 10 invention have provided an accurate simulation model for 
compare its trajectory with other followers . The leading platoon systems . A new simulation model for a platoon 
vehicle accelerates and decelerates during the simulation system running in Webots is built to find an environment 
and the maximum speed is set to 80 km / h . The obtained very similar to the dynamics of the vehicles . The longitu 
result is shown in FIG . 19 . It can be seen that the error has 15 dinal and lateral control were determined using the PID 
increased especially after performing a turning of 90° . That controller formulas . The latter is used for the control of 
means that the error induced by the GPS equipment has vehicles in the different behaviours : the normal and 
decreased the performance of the lateral control . In addition , degraded modes by identifying the gains of the controller . 
due to the inaccuracy of the position precision , it can be racy of the position precision it can be In the present invention , the performance of the platoon is 
observed that the spacing between the vehicle and its 20 efficient and safe . The basic conclusions are the following : 
neighbour has increased . the spacing between the vehicles in the platoon is nearly 
In summary , the normal mode has shown its effectiveness constant for a given acceleration . With some variance of 
to keep the platoon safe during the GPS accuracy simulation . the model parameters , a fast response of the system can be 
Some errors have obviously appeared for both simulations : obtained so as to obtain a convergence status for a given 
spacing and trajectory matching due to the faults of the GPS . 25 safe distance , 
For that , the present embodiment proposes an assumption to ( ii ) an efficient trajectory matching is obtained for both 
enhance its performance . Since the platoon in the degraded normal and degraded modes in range [ 93 % , 99 % ] due to 
mode is not influenced by the GPS accuracy , then the the efficient tuning of the PID control system / method , 
stability of the platoon can be enhanced by switching from ( iii ) the platoon has a good ability to tackle emergency cases 
the normal to the degraded mode in some short periods of 30 such as a harsh braking performed by the leader . Its 
time to check the distance measured by sensors and the reaction is faster than the human one and this is a good 
distance obtained by communication . Indeed , the reliability asset for safety challenges , 
of sensors is necessary to improve the experiment . In ( iv ) the degraded mode would be a good support to the 
Webots , the DistanceSensor node can be used to model a normal mode in case of GPS errors and therefore , inten 
generic sensor , an “ infra - red ” sensor , a “ sonar ” sensor or a 35 tional switching to a degraded mode in some random 
“ laser range - finder " . The number of rays cast by the sensor periods seems to be a good idea to tackle the problem of 
must be equal to , or greater than 1 for “ infra - red ” and receiving / sending wrong GPS positions . However , in all 
“ sonar ” sensors . The number of rays of “ laser " must be possible cases the platoon satisfies the safety require 
exactly one . By increasing this number , an accurate model of ments . 
the physical infra - red or ultrasound sensor can be obtained . 40 In conclusion , the simulation results show the effective 
Since the sonar sensor is more accurate in term of measuring ness of the system and method in the present invention for 
distances with the vehicle in front , this sensor is preferred different situations such as tracking , maintaining safe dis 
for real experiments . Consequently , at a random time t , the tance , handling emergency cases and studying the case of 
measured distance D1 can be checked by sensor and the GPS errors . 
distance D2 obtained from the GPS . Then the switching 45 It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that 
algorithm is as follows : although the embodiments of the vehicle platoon comprising 
location units and sensors for detecting the inter - distance 
between the vehicles of the vehicle platoon , these embodi 
Algorithm 1 Checking Algorithm ments may be applied to detect the inter - distance between 
50 individual following vehicles and vehicles driven by other 1 : Input D1 = DistanceSensor ( ) , D2 = DistanceGPS ( ) ; road users other than the members of the vehicle platoon to 2 : Input t = random ( timeStep ) , 
3 : Input Normal Mode = True ; avoid any collisions with minor modifications and without 
4 : while Normal Mode do departing from the concept of the present invention . 
if clock ( ) = = t then It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that 
Delta D = D1 - D2 ; 55 although the embodiments is related to the operation of a if DeltaD > = 1 then 
set behaviour ( Degraded Mode ) ; vehicle platoon with the leading and following vehicles 
end if under similar trajectories , these embodiments may be 
10 : end if applied to operating the following vehicles under modified 
11 : end while trajectories in relation to the leading vehicles with minor 
60 modifications and without departing from the concept of the 
Moreover , using the Algorithm 1 , it is possible to assess present invention . 
the situation of the long period of communication failures by It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that 
comparing the received information with the other calcu - numerous variations and / or modifications may be made to 
lated by sensors . The important advantage here is that the the invention as shown in the specific embodiments without 
model of the present embodiment becomes flexible to safety65 departing from the spirit or scope of the invention as broadly 
requirements thanks to the predefined equations for the described . The present embodiments are , therefore , to be 
longitudinal and lateral control . In the cases where the considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive . 
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Any reference to prior art contained herein is not to be lower vehicle and the communication between the follower 
taken as an admission that the information is common vehicle and a preceding vehicle . 
general knowledge , unless otherwise indicated . 5 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , wherein in the 
The invention claimed is : first control mode , the distance is determined based on 
1 . A method for operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle 1 5 differential GPS using the following information : a local coordinate of the follower vehicle ; a local orientation of the platoon , comprising the steps of : follower vehicle ; and a GPS coordinate and a GPS orienta ( a ) determining , during operation , whether the follower tion of the preceding vehicle that are received from the vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnormal 
state based on : preceding vehicle . 
an operation condition of a component of the follower 6 . The method in accordance with claim 5 , wherein in the first control mode , the deviation is determined using the vehicle , or 
a communication between the follower vehicle and a information for differential GPS and orientation information obtained using a compass at the follower vehicle . preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon ; 
( b ) selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle is 7 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , wherein in the 15 second control mode , the distance and the deviation are in the normal state and a second control mode if the determined using the one or more sensors of the follower follower vehicle is in the abnormal state so as to control vehicle . movement of the follower vehicle using the selected 
control mode ; 8 . The method in accordance with claim 7 , wherein the 
wherein in the first control mode , the follower vehicle uses one or more sensors are arranged to transmit and receive 20 electromagnetic or acoustic signals for distance and devia communication data received from the preceding vehicle in 
the vehicle platoon to control its movement ; and in the tion determination . 
second control mode , the follower vehicle uses data 9 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , wherein the 
obtained by one or more of its sensors to control its control of the deviation is based on 
movement ; 25 ( c ) determining , at the follower vehicle , a distance Oz ( t ) = PID Steer ( OL ) 
between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle where the PID steer function is defined by 
and a deviation of the preceding vehicle with respect to 
the follower vehicle ; ( d ) controlling a velocity of the follower vehicle so as to 30 W ; ( t ) = K , * ex ( ) + kit le : ( b ) de + ke * cite ; ! ! ! , dei ( t ) 
maintain a reference distance between the follower 
vehicle and the preceding vehicle and controlling turn 
ing of wheels of the follower vehicle so as to enable the where u : ( t ) is an acceleration value of the follower vehicle follower vehicle to follow the deviation of the preced Vij ezz ( t ) is the error value of the follower vehicle Vi ; ing vehicle thereby allowing the follower vehicle to 25 35 e ; ( t ) = 07 - 02 ; 0 ; is an angle of travel of the follower vehicle substantially follow a trajectory of the preceding ? Vi at time t ; 0 , is an angle of travel of the preceding vehicle 
vehicle ; Vi - 1 direction at time t - dt ; and Kpi , K?z , Kdi are , respectively , wherein the control of the velocity is based on proportional , integral and derivative gain constants . 
10 . The method in accordance with claim 9 , wherein the 
40 control of the deviation further comprises the step of : 
adjusting K1 , K : 1 , K , 1 so as to control the deviation of the 
follower vehicle . 
11 . The method in accordance with claim 10 , wherein the 
where u ; ( t ) is an acceleration value of the follower vehicle adjustment of Kyi , Kit , Kai is dependent on a travel velocity 
Vi ; K . , K ; , Ky are , respectively , proportional , integrator and 45 of the follower vehicle . 
derivative gains constant ; ez ( t ) is an error value at time t with 12 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , wherein the 
ei ( t ) = D ; - , - Dref ; Diin , is a detected distance between the control of the velocity further comprises the step of : 
follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle : and Dyer is the adjusting Ky , Ki , K , so as to control the velocity of the 
predetermined reference distance between the follower follower vehicle . 
vehicle and the preceding vehicle . 50 13 . The method in accordance with claim 12 , wherein the 
2 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , further com - adjustment of K . , K7 , K , is dependent on a travel velocity of 
prising the step of : the follower vehicle . 
receiving , at the follower vehicle , a signal indicative of 14 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , further 
the operation condition of the component or a commu - comprising the step of : 
nication signal transmitted from the preceding vehicle 55 momentarily switching from the first control mode to the 
prior to step ( a ) . second control mode when the follower vehicle is in the 
3 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , wherein the normal state . 
follower vehicle is determined to be operating in the abnor - 15 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , further 
mal state in step ( a ) when the component of the follower comprising the step of : 
vehicle is determined to have abnormal operating condition ; 60 operating the follower vehicle in a third mode at a 
or the communication between the follower vehicle and the predetermined time interval during operation of the 
preceding vehicle is determined to have lost or have a follower vehicle , wherein in the third mode , the fol 
quality below a threshold . lower vehicle : 
4 . The method in accordance with claim 1 , wherein , in determines the distance between the follower vehicle 
step ( a ) , the determination of whether the follower vehicle is 65 and the preceding vehicle and the deviation of the 
operating in a normal state or an abnormal state is based on preceding vehicle with respect to the follower 
both the operation condition of the component of the fol vehicle using the one or more sensors of the follower 
1 : ( 0 ) = Km * ex ) + ki + ?e : ( wydt + ka e delle 
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vehicles as well as based on data communicated movement of the follower vehicle using the selected 
from the preceding vehicle ; control mode ; wherein in the first control mode , the 
compares a distance and deviation measure determined follower vehicle uses communication data received 
based on data obtained from the one or more sensors from the preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon to 
of the follower vehicles with a distance and deviation 5 control its movement ; and in the second control mode , 
measure determined based on data communicated the follower vehicle uses data obtained by one or more 
from the preceding vehicle ; and of its sensors to control its movement ; 
switches to the second control mode if the comparison ( c ) determining , at the follower vehicle , a distance 
result has an difference larger than a predetermined between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle 
value . and a deviation of the preceding vehicle with respect to 
16 . A method for operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle the follower vehicle ; and 
platoon , comprising the steps of : ( d ) controlling a velocity of the follower vehicle so as to 
( a ) determining , during operation , whether the follower maintain a reference distance between the follower 
vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnormal vehicle and the preceding vehicle and controlling turn 
state based on : 15 ing of wheels of the follower vehicle so as to enable the 
an operation condition of a component of the follower follower vehicle to follow the deviation of the preced 
vehicle , or ing vehicle thereby allowing the follower vehicle to 
a communication between the follower vehicle and a substantially follow a trajectory of the preceding 
preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon ; vehicle ; wherein the control of the deviation is based on 
( b ) selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle is 20 Oz ( t ) = PID Steer ( 0 ) 
in the normal state and a second control mode if the where the PID o function is defined by 
follower vehicle is in the abnormal state so as to control 
movement of the follower vehicle using the selected 
control mode ; wherein in the first control mode , the dei ( t ) 
follower vehicle uses communication data received 25 Ui ( t ) = Kpl * @ if ( t ) + kit * leif ( t ) dt + kd * ; 
from the preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon to 
control its movement ; and in the second control mode , 
the follower vehicle uses data obtained by one or more where u ; ( t ) is an acceleration value of the follower vehicle 
of its sensors to control its movement ; Vi ; e ( t ) is the error value of the follower vehicle V ; ; ( c ) determining at the follower vehicle a distance 30 eiz ( t ) = 07 - 02 ; OF 18 an angle of travel of the follower vehicle 
between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle V ; at time t ; 0 , is an angle of travel of the preceding vehicle 
and a deviation of the preceding vehicle with respect to Vi - 1 direction at time t - dt ; and Kpi , K?z , Ka are , respectively , 
the follower vehicle ; and proportional , integral and derivative gain constants . ( d ) operating the follower vehicle in a third mode at a 18 . A method for operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle 
predetermined time interval during operation of the 35 pro of the 35 platoon , comprising the steps of : 
follower vehicle , wherein in the third mode , the fol ( a ) determining , during operation , whether the follower 
lower vehicle : vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnormal 
determines the distance between the follower vehicle state based on : 
and the preceding vehicle and the deviation of the an operation condition of a component of the follower 
preceding vehicle with respect to the follower 40 vehicle , or 
vehicle using the one or more sensors of the follower a communication between the follower vehicle and a 
vehicles as well as based on data communicated preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon ; 
from the preceding vehicle ; ( b ) selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle is in the normal state and a second control mode if the compares a distance and deviation measure determined 
based on data obtained from the one or more sensors 45 follower vehicle is in the abnormal state so as to control 
of the follower vehicles with a distance and deviation movement of the follower vehicle using the selected 
control mode ; wherein in the first control mode , the measure determined based on data communicated 
from the preceding vehicle ; and follower vehicle uses communication data received 
switches to the second control mode if the comparison from the preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon to 
result has a difference larger than a predetermined 30 control its movement ; and in the second control mode , 
value . the follower vehicle uses data obtained by one or more 
17 . A method for operating a follower vehicle in a vehicle of its sensors to control its movement ; and 
platoon , comprising the steps of : ( c ) determining , at the follower vehicle , a distance 
( a ) determining , during operation , whether the follower between the follower vehicle and the preceding vehicle 
vehicle is operating in a normal state or an abnormal 35 and a deviation of the preceding vehicle with respect to 
state based on : the follower vehicle ; wherein in the first control mode , 
an operation condition of a component of the follower the distance is determined based on differential GPS 
vehicle , or using the following information : a local coordinate of the follower vehicle ; a local orientation of the follower a communication between the follower vehicle and a 
preceding vehicle in the vehicle platoon ; 60 vehicle ; and a GPS coordinate and a GPS orientation of the preceding vehicle that are received from the pre ( b ) selecting a first control mode if the follower vehicle is 
in the normal state and a second control mode if the ceding vehicle . 
follower vehicle is in the abnormal state so as to control * * * * 
